**A.T.A.K. 140 AND RADAR 115/135 STERN MOUNTING PLATE**

The Stern Mounting Plate is custom designed to fit directly on your Wilderness Systems A.T.A.K. 140 and Radar 115/135 stern and pre-drilled to accept several popular kayak angling accessories. It can easily be drilled to accept other accessories of your choice. Kit includes hardware to attach the plate to your hull. To mount accessories to the plate, refer to the hardware recommended by the accessory manufacturer.

All directions, left, right, etc., are from the perspective of being at the stern of the kayak looking forward.

**INSTALLATION:**

1. Remove 4 filler screws from inserts at stern of deck.
2. Position plate over inserts, aligning 4 holes on perimeter of plate over the inserts. The slotted hole near one corner of the plate should be positioned to right side of hull and towards the stern.
3. Secure plate to hull with included screws and washers.
4. There are four pre-dilled holes set in interior of plate to facilitate installation of a Power Pole Anchoring system.
5. There are also four additional interior pre-drilled holes to accommodate the installation of a V-Lock mounting platform.